Modeling shear behavior of the annulus fibrosus.
Modeling the mechanical properties of the annulus fibrosus has two distinct challenges: the complex loading state experienced in vivo and the anisotropic, nonlinear nature of the tissue. Previous efforts to model the annulus fibrosus have not considered shear data in the analysis, yet the shear response may be critical to understanding tissue behavior and damage. In this study, we compared four hyperelastic constitutive models fitted to uniaxial and biaxial tension, confined compression, and shear experiments from the literature. Models were either directly based on Spencer's formulation for a fiber-reinforced composite material with two equivalent fiber families or represented the annulus as two transversely isotropic materials. Each model was composed of additive strain energy terms that represent specific constituents of the annulus fibrosus (proteoglycan matrix, collagen fibers, and collagen crosslinks). Additionally, we investigated the effect of restricting the fibers such that they supported tensile loads only. Best fit coefficients for these models were calculated both including and excluding shear data from the regression. All of the models fit the data well when shear data was excluded from the regression; when shear data was included in the regression, two models that were based on Spencer's formulation performed better than the others. None of the models could consistently predict data that was not included in the regression. Restricting the fibers to support only tensile loads had only a modest effect on the fit of the models, but did alter which constituent carried the majority of the strain energy in shear deformations. Our study suggests that a single hyperelastic model may capture the anisotropic behavior of the annulus fibrosus for multiple loading cases, including shear. However, care must be taken when extrapolating these models to additional deformations outside of the training dataset.